
Interrupting phrases
Photocopiable cards and teacher’s instructions

Interrupting phrases
Suggested answers

Stopping interruptions/ Getting back on topic
Relevant - I’m not sure that is very relevant (to the topic at hand/ to what we 
were talking about)
Get back - Can we get back to the point on the agenda?/ To get back to what 
I was saying…
Saying - As I was saying,…/ To get back to what I was saying…
Where - Where was I?/ Where were we?
Later - Could we leave all the questions to later?/ We’ll be talking about that 
later/ I’ll come to that point later.
End - There’ll be time for questions at the end/ Can we leave that discussion 
until a.o.b. at the end?/ Can you bring that up again at the end?
Any____ - Mmm. Good point. Anyway/ Anyhow,…
Point - We seem to be getting off the point/ To get back to the point at hand…

Interrupting
Interrupt - Can I interrupt (you there)?/ Sorry for interrupting, but…
Butt - Sorry to butt in, but…
Before - Before you go on, can I…?/ Before I forget…
Remind- That reminds me.
Time - Is this a good time to…?/ This might be the right time to…
Could - Could I say something here?/ Could I interrupt you for a moment?/ 
Could I stop you there?/ Could I come in here?
Say- Could I say something?/ I have something to say on this point.
Sorry- Sorry for interrupting, but…/ Sorry, can I just…?

Suggested topics
 Give a long introduction to a meeting
 Give a long closing speech at the end of a meeting
 Pretend to give a PowerPoint presentation
 How this room could be improved
 Things to do with a foreign guest who has never been in your city before
 Things to cover in future classes
 English language education in your country
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